MIT is by no means the only school to announce tuition increases this fall. Effective in September, the University of San Francisco will raise its $22.50 per credit unit, instead of the $300 per semester now being charged. For the average student, the increase is about $60 a semester.

Another anticlimax, widely regarded, is in favor of eliminating tuition. The one charge that remains, however, is a bit different. If you are spending a summer vacation in school—despite the obvious advantages of co-education. Also, there is the difficulty of maintaining a high caliber faculty during the summer—the lack of which would detract from Wellesley's reputation. A third factor in the arrangement of cooperative summer programs is other costs in the Boston area. The total enrollment is expected to be approximately the same as Wellesley's full-time winter enrollment. The summer program will not be started until the other schools have completed their term. Until now, graduation honors were available only to those who, in their junior year, had thereby qualified through their need to continue education in a particular department. and who had received editorial sanctions. looking courses in their major field and, after a senior thesis. Now a Harvard or Radcliffe student may qualify on his course record alone. The new regulation allows a broader and more varied program of courses for the honor student.

SLAM To Picket Funeral Homes

From Antioch College in Ohio comes news of a new student activity. An organization, the Vassar Tennis, has held a meeting has been called to the National Association for the Advancement of American Indian and - the Committee on the Question of Racial Mortality. The purpose of the group is to be joined by co-chairman Gilbert, who says: "We're just against death.

Suggested SLAM activities include the appointment of a subcommittee to be called "The National Association for the Advancement of Mortality for All People" (NAAM) and the formation of an "Immortality Corp." which will attempt to solicit local funeral homes, and the drizzling of two SLAM slogans: "Up life and Action through inaction."

The Play Is The Thing

As Shakespeare said, "The play's the thing." Up and coming are plays, plays, and more plays. For example, the Barnswallow, a student theatrical group, will be presented this weekend. "The Woman of Trachis," by Sophocles, will be shown at 8:30 p.m. on Friday and 2:30 p.m. on Saturday in the college theater. Tickets for the public are 50 cents each.

"Good News," a spoof on college life in the nineteen-twenty's, will be presented at North eastern University on May 26 and 27. The story involves a Tat college football player who won't be able to play a persistent his school's arch rival. He is not free to 그렇지. The play is a blend of music, dancing, and comedy. Admission is one dollar.

A car ride, which may well be worth it, can take you to Trinity College in Hartford, where "Mr. Roberts" is being presented. On May 7 and 8, at 8:15, a story of a navy cargo vessel which sailed "from Ter- dium to Athy and back again" with an occasional side trip to "Dingledon," will be shown. Tickets for the public are 90 cents.

The evening will be Mr. Gifford's last regular engagement with the company; Mildred Hirsch, assistant professor of dance at the University of Wisconsin, will be presented at North eastern University. The company, is currently doing choreography for Europe at the end of May. The Josephine Gifford Dance Theater is sponsored by the Ihe University's Sagent College, and the University as well as director and performer in the touring company, is currently doing choreography for the university. The Gifford dance technique and choreography in England, and at the Swiss Association for Dance and Gymnastics in Berne. The "Dance Day" will be Mr. Gifford's last regular performance before he leaves for Europe, and the day's activities should indeed be interesting.
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VASELINE HAIR TONIC

The best way to lose your head is to use your head by using Vaseline Hair Tonic on it. Men must use water with their favorite "Vaseline" Hair Tonic to use with water! The 100% pure gomming oil in Vaseline Hair Tonic replaces the oil that removes from your scalp and hair. Keep your head well-groomed with Vaseline Hair Tonic! And remember, just a little does a lot!

It's clear.
It's clean.
It's VASAILE.